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Introduction. Let 5 be a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space ffl and let N be its minimal normal extension on the Hilbert space J^. (We refer the reader to [5, 15] for the basic material on subnormal operators.) Denote the commutant and double commutant of an operator T by {T}' and {T}", respectively.
One of the questions J. Bram considered in [5] is the following: does the commutant of S lift to the commutant of TV? That is, if an operator A belongs to {S}\ does there exist an operator A 0 in {N}' such that A 0 leaves 34? invariant and the restriction of A 0 to34?, denoted Ao\#>, equals A? His answer appeared as follows: In the remark immediately after this theorem Bram states (without giving a proof) that condition (a) does not imply condition (b). [Later, Yoshino [23] did show that (b) does imply (a).] Based on the remark of Bram one deduces that the commutant of a subnormal operator does not always lift to that of its minimal normal extension. (The first example of this behaviour appears in [13] . Others have considered related lifting questions and we refer the reader to the literature [1, 2, 3, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22] .)
THEOREM (Bram). Let S be a subnormal operator on 3?. Then necessary and sufficient conditions that an operator A on 3#? have an extension
In the first part of the paper we shall show that this phenomenon occurs frequently. More specifically, let N be a normal operator and denote the collection of subnormal operators that have N as their minimal normal extension by Sf(N).
We shall characterize (up to unitary equivalence) those normal operators which have the property that every 5 inS^(N) has a commutant that lifts to the commutant of N. This class of normals is small.
To do this we study the problem of when the linear manifold of polynomials and their conjugates are dense in L°°(/x), for a finite measure JU. This problem has been studied extensively in [11, 12] . The solution and technique of proof obtained here are different than those in [11, 12] .
In the second part of the paper we exhibit an irreducible subnormal operator 5 that has a commutative commutant (therefore {S}' = {S}") that does not lift. This answers two questions by Abrahamse [2] .
Lifting the commutant of every S in 5f(N).
If N is a normal operator with scalar spectral measure /x then we say N is antisymmetric if the only projections in the weakly closed algebra generated by N and the identity are zero and one. Equivalently, if P°°(M) denotes the weak-star closure of the polynomials in L oe (fji), then the constants are the only real-valued functions in P"G*).
In [8] there is a canonical decomposition of any normal operator TV as a direct sum of a reductive normal operator and antisymmetric ones. Furthermore the weakly closed algebra generated by N splits with this decomposition. Every S in ff (N) has a decomposition related to that of N and the ultraweakly closed algebra generated by S splits with this decomposition.
If T is an operator such that
(Here ^(r) denotes the weakly closed algebra generated by T and the identity. See [9] for related results.) Hence, by the above discussion, if we want to classify those normal operators TV for which every 5 Ç ff' (N) has a commutant that lifts we can assume N is an antisymmetric normal operator.
Before we proceed we need to develop some function theory results about P oe (jLt). The notation and terminology is consistent with the work of [8] . [19] then shows that the conformai map of the disk to G is a weak-star generator.) Since B\G is nonempty there exists a first countable ordinal fi such that B\ int K$ is nonempty. It follows from the definition of the sets K a that /3 is not a limit ordinal. Let z belong to i?\int K$. Then there exists a function / bounded and analytic on int K$ such that (**) 1/(^)1 > ll/ILSince fi was chosen to be the first ordinal for which i^\int Kp is nonempty, / is analytic on B. Inequality (**) then contradicts equality (*). Now suppose G is a bounded, simply connected open set in the plane that has the property that the conformai map, p, of the disk to G is a weak-star generator of H 00 . Let n be planar measure restricted to G. Since cp is a weak-star
Corollary 2 of [19] implies that there is no domain B containing G properly such that The following lemma is due to de B ranges ( [11] , Theorem 18 
LEMMA 4. Let U be a bounded component of the complement of the support of a, measure \i. Suppose every point in U is a bounded point evaluation for if 2 (/x).

Then the norms of the point evaluations are uniformly bounded on compact subsets ofU.
Proof. Fix X 0 G U. Since the spectrum of T M contains U it follows that l/(z -Xo) G L 2 (M)W 2 (M), [5] . Choose g G L 2 (M) such that J/gd/i = 0 for all / G H 2 (11) and /(g/(2 -A 0 ))d/x = 1. Let £> be a polynomial. Then
/ (P -Pfa))g/(zXoW
For X sufficiently close to X 0 clearly We are now ready to solve the problem mentioned in the introduction.
THEOREM. Let N be an antisymmetric normal operator and S^ (N) denote the collection of subnormal operators that have A
T as their minimal normal extension. Let ju be a scalar spectral measure for N. The following statements are equivalent.
Every S G S^(N) has a commutant that lifts to the commutant of N. 2. The linear manifold St? = [p -f-q : p and q are polynomials]
is weak-star dense in L oe (ju).
N is unitarily equivalent to <p(U) where <p is a weak-star generator of the Hardy space H°° and U is a unitary operator.
(This unitary operator U must contain a direct sum of some bilateral shift because of the assumption of antisymmetry.)
Proof. An argument based on Lemma 2, the spectral mapping theorem for normal operators, and Lemmas 8.6 and 8.7 in [8] , shows the equivalence of (2) and (3). We leave the details to the reader.
To show that (1 ) implies (2) w T e consider the case where the normal operator N is equal to Af M , i.e., N has multiplicity one. The arbitrary case is a slight modification of this one and we leave the details to the reader. We show (1) implies (2) But U\#> is an isometry and its minimal normal extension is U. ([8] , Theorem 6.1.) Therefore T lifts to an operator T 0 commuting with U. ( [13] ) But T 0 commutes with every operator in the weakly closed algebra generated by U, so T 0 commutes with <p{U) = N.
An irreducible subnormal operator S with a commutative commutant that does not lift to the commutant of its minimal normal extension. J. Bram in [5] showed that every operator in the weakly closed algebra generated by a subnormal S lifts to an operator in the von Neuman algebra generated by its minimal normal extension. In general, the commutant of S does not lift. It is natural then to ask if every operator in the double commutant of S lifts to an operator in the von Neuman algebra generated by the minimal normal extension (see [2] .) The answer is no as shown below. Furthermore, at least to the authors' knowledge, in each example where a lifting phenomenon fails for a subnormal operator, the example entails a reducible subnormal operator. (This also is the case in the proof of the theorem.) The operator given in this section is irreducible. This example, and other evidence, suggests many possible conjectures concerning these lifting questions.
Our example will proceed in a series of steps. First, some notation: Step 
The equality follows because mi and m 2 are mutually singular. Let 5 = N\ H and observed G Sf(N).
Step C. Let Si = T mi © T m2 . Si is similar to S. It is easy to show T induces the similarity.
Step D. {S,}' = \e(T mi ) © tf(r BJ ) : » G ir°( Wl ), 4> 6 ^"(w 2 )}. Let / = m(Rez> 3/2}. By Runge's Theorem [7, p. 198] , there exists a sequence of polynomials {p n } that converges uniformly to 0 on II and 1 on J.
Clearly such a sequence of polynomials contradicts the inequality (*) unless A\ = 0, in which case ^4=0.
Step E. {S} f is commutative.
Proof. That {S}' is commutative follows by Steps D and C.
Step Therefore Ço is an idempotent because the vectors are dense in L 2 (m\ + m 2 ). Hence /3 2 = /3 which implies Ço is a projection.
Because QoH Q H and Ço is self adjoint, this implies H reduces Co-Therefore Q = (?o|jy is a projection, which is a contradiction.
Step G: S is irreducible.
